A LITTLE FARM STORY: THE WORKSHOP

Artist Jay Mead offers workshops based on his book “A Little Farm Story” (ALFS) for groups of all ages. A book reading, either from the original or projected on a screen, begins the class. The interaction afterwards is tailored to the age group, baseline knowledge of farming, and desired focus of the host organization.

Depending on the length of residency, the creative media after the book will be adjusted. Some possible projects include:

• Draw or paint a favorite image from ALFS as a poster, with the student’s creating their own additions to the theme. One-two classes.
• Create a version of ALFS as a book. One-two classes.
• Create a puppet show about ALFS. Several classes.
• Create a performance that dramatizes the book. Several classes.
• Write a haiku about a page or series of pages from ALFS. One class.
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